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a b s t r a c t

Context: Model-Driven Development (MDD) is an alternative approach for information systems
development. The basic underlying concept of this approach is the definition of abstract models that
can be transformed to obtain models near implementation. One fairly widespread proposal in this sphere
is that of Model Driven Architecture (MDA). Business process models are abstract models which addition-
ally contain key information about the tasks that are being carried out to achieve the company’s goals,
and two notations currently exist for modelling business processes: the Unified Modelling Language
(UML), through activity diagrams, and the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN).
Objective: Our research is particularly focused on security requirements, in such a way that security is
modelled along with the other aspects that are included in a business process. To this end, in earlier
works we have defined a metamodel called secure business process (SBP), which may assist in the pro-
cess of developing software as a source of highly valuable requirements (including very abstract security
requirements), which are transformed into models with a lower abstraction level, such as analysis class
diagrams and use case diagrams through the approach presented in this paper.
Method: We have defined all the transformation rules necessary to obtain analysis class diagrams and use
case diagrams from SBP, and refined them through the characteristic iterative process of the action-
research method.
Results: We have obtained a set of rules and a checklist that make it possible to automatically obtain a set
of UML analysis classes and use cases, starting from SBP models. Our approach has additionally been
applied in a real environment in the area of the payment of electrical energy consumption.
Conclusions: The application of our proposal shows that our semi-automatic process can be used to
obtain a set of useful artifacts for software development processes.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Model-Driven Development (MDD) offers a significant change
in the way in which software is developed. The ‘object’ is the head
element, which has been considered for the development of soft-
ware in recent decades. However, the complexity of the informa-
tion systems that are now being developed is so great that a
change in paradigm is necessary for the industrialization of soft-
ware construction. The scientific community has spent several
years studying this paradigm change, through which software
development is guided by the idea of ‘everything is a model’, rather
than ‘everything is an object’ [10]. This discipline (also known as
Model Driven Engineering – MDE) therefore considers models as

being the most important element for software development,
maintenance and evolution through model transformation [41].
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is an instance of MDE developed
by OMG [44], and its objectives include separation from business-
neutral descriptions and platform-dependent implementations,
modelling specific aspects of a system under development with
specialized domain-specific languages, the establishment of
precise relations between these different languages in a global
framework and, in particular, the ability to express operational
transformations between them [10]. As a consequence, MDA pro-
vides portability, productivity, interoperability and reusability by
means of the architectural separation of concerns and throughout
the complete development lifecycle, covering analysis and design,
programming, testing and component assembly, along with coding
and maintenance [32,40]. In short, MDA allows for the fast and
effective development of systems that make use of new technolog-
ical platforms, but which are based on the organization’s existing
business processes [35].
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The MDA approach defines models at three different levels of
abstraction [26]: The computation independent viewpoint (repre-
sented by the Computation Independent Model or CIM) which fo-
cuses on the environment of the system and is usually built by
business analysts; the platform independent viewpoint (represented
by the Platform Independent Model or PIM) which is built by sys-
tem analysts and software architects and focuses on the operation
of a system while hiding the details necessary for a particular plat-
form; and the platform specific viewpoint (represented by the Plat-
form Specific Model or PSM) which combines the platform
independent viewpoint with an additional focus on the details of
using a specific platform by a system [44]. In the context of
MDA, Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [45] can be considered
as one of the most appropriate model transformation language
since it has been proposed by the OMG, and can currently be seen
as a standard built [34] from the collaboration of many parties
interested in model transformations. QVT language plays an
important role in the OMG metamodel family composed of, among
others, Unified Modelling Language (UML), which is intended to as-
sist in the software life cycle development [46], Common Ware-
house Metamodel (CWM), which is intended to model data
sources such as relational databases, data warehouses, among oth-
ers [43], Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM), which offers
support to represent information obtained from legacy systems
in re-engineering processes) [42] and Meta Object Facility (MOF),
which is the basis for all the OMG metamodels and provides a com-
mon meta–meta language which makes it possible to work jointly
with the aforementioned metamodels [45]. Since all the OMG
metamodels are defined from MOF, QVT transformations can be
carried out among them.

On the other hand, business processes (BP) are strategic for
enterprises, and they play an interesting role in the information

system development process. Business processes include details
of the activities that enterprises need to perform to obtain a service
or a product which meets their clients’ needs. Business processes
therefore offer a detailed view of the activities the companies per-
form, and how they are executed. Business processes thus help the
business analyst to have a better understanding of the business,
and this consequently helps to improve it and to make it much
more flexible to the changes that arise in the market, that is to
say, to be more competitive. Moreover, possessing business pro-
cess models helps them to understand the sphere of the problem,
and the fact that they contain very precise details about the needs
that the information systems that computerise these processes
must meet signifies that they can be used as a source of excep-
tional requirements and used in the first stages of the software
development. It is consequently important to have a description
of BP in a language that provides the models available in order to
understand, adapt and improve them. During the last decade, this
need has led to the appearance of the Business Process Modelling
Notation, Business Process Diagram (BPMN–BPD) [12], and the
Unified Modelling Language 2.0 Activity Diagrams (UML 2.0-AD)
[46] have been improved to make it possible to represent business
processes. Both of these – the notation and the language – consti-
tute valuable tools for describing BPs because they fulfil a dual pur-
pose: firstly, they facilitate the work of business analysts (graphical
language) and secondly, they serve as a starting point for a soft-
ware development process for system analysts [37]. With an
MDA focus, business process models are located at the CIM level
and from there, by applying the appropriate transformations, it is
possible to construct system views nearer to implementation.

In other respects, the proliferation of the connectivity of infor-
mation systems and the increasing complexity of applications
and services have increased possibilities of security breaches

Fig. 1. Business process modelling techniques.

Fig. 2. General model transformation schema.
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[68]. In addition, owing to the heavy dependence of computer net-
work-based applications on various software and software con-
trolled systems, the consequences of a security breach in these
applications may range from extensive financial losses to dangers
to human life, meaning that the threat of technology-enabled
crime has given rise to a growing demand to devise new response
strategies [15], and software security has therefore become an
essential issue [73].

Although the importance of modelling security requirements as
early as possible in the software development cycle (and therefore
within business process models) is widely accepted by the soft-
ware engineering community as a means to improve the quality
of the developed software, until now the business analyst perspec-
tive in relation to security has hardly been dealt with. Works re-
lated to business process security [6,27,28,39,59,60,64,67] have
contributed interesting ideas, but most of the cases do not make
it possible to model security needs together with the standard lan-
guages for modelling businesses process. Nor do they offer conti-
nuity and traceability of these requirements in the rest of the
software development process. Consequently, in earlier works,
we have defined a manner in which to represent security require-
ments along with the description of the business processes. Our
proposals consist of the definition of an extension, which we have
called business process security (BPSec), for UML 2.0-AD [57] and
BPMN–BPD [54] which offers the semantic and syntactic tools that
allow the business analyst to specify security requirements within
business process models. Moreover, we have defined a preliminary
strategy (that we complete, extend, improve, formalize and detail
in this paper) with which to obtain analysis class diagrams [53]
and use case diagrams [58] directly from secure business process
models, which represent a very rich requirements source. Obvi-
ously, these use case and class models are not definitive, and must
be refined, and they can be considered the first version of the anal-
ysis model, thus enabling software developers to study capturing
and refinement requirements in more depth.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we offer a background section which introduces the reader
to our multidisciplinary related research. In Section 3, we present
an overview of our general approach, and Section 4 contains the
main contribution of this paper, i.e., the set of QVT transformations.
In Section 5 we present a technological prototype to support our
proposal. Section 6 presents the application of our approach to a
real application. In Section 7 we discuss related works and, finally
Section 8 presents our conclusions.

2. Background

This section presents the main aspects that underlie and justify
our proposal. Section 2.1 looks at the main notations for business
process modelling, while Section 2.2 tackles the transformation
of models from a general perspective.

2.1. Business Process Modelling Notations

Enterprises have been modelling processes for many years,
although their models have not always been known as ‘Business
Process Models’. A business process was given a standard defini-
tion at the end of the 1990s, which was: ‘‘a set of procedures or
activities which collectively pursue a business objective or policy
goal” [69]. Until then, available modelling techniques were used
to describe ‘how’ organizations performed their work. The models
obtained were used as follows: first, to train new employees, sec-
ond as aids in re-engineering processes, third, to develop simula-
tions to test the processes on inputs that had not occurred in real

life and, finally, to develop systems with which to automate the
processes they modelled [18].

The increasing popularity of business process orientation has
yielded a rapidly growing number of methodologies, modelling
techniques and tools to support it [2,18,22]. Generic techniques
such as data flow diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams and Gantt
Charts (see Fig. 1) have been used for business process modelling.
However, the inflexion point in the area of business process mod-
elling has been brought about by the definition of two techniques
for the explicit modelling of business process models: the new
UML 2.0-AD and BPMN–BPD. The improvements made to UML
2.0-AD and the creation of BPMN–BPD constitute an important
change because both notations satisfy a double purpose which is,
on the one hand, to be useful for business specialists since they
can use them to view the business process, and on the other hand,
to serve as a starting point for the creation of software that sup-
ports the business activities that have been described [51].

The most important features of these notations include the pos-
sibility of representing organization areas or external agents that
perform activities in a business process. Although the relationship
between these two notations is dealt with in more detail in [70],
the equivalences that we have found make it possible to establish
an existing relationship between the concepts from the viewpoint
of the similarity of the business process objects that each one rep-
resents. The proximity of both notations became evident when, in
June 2005, the group responsible for BPMN merged with the OMG
group, responsible for the UML standard, making the possibility of
convergence more likely [31].

2.2. Model transformations: a general view

Models are representations of a piece of the real world, and it is
therefore very important to determine whether a model is correct
or not. Metamodels are the mechanism used to create correct mod-
els in order to model a certain system. A metamodel ‘‘is, in effect,
an abstract language for some kind of metadata” [45]. Therefore,
a precise metamodel is a prerequisite for performing automated
model transformations [41].

According to the MDA standard, a model transformation is the
process of converting one model into another model from the same
system, and it is considered to be a central part of MDE/MDD [3].
Model transformations are composed of fine-grained rules that
transform elements defined in a specific source metamodel into
other elements of the target metamodel (see Fig. 2). Furthermore,
in the field of MDA, transformations can be carried out in many
stages, such as software development, refinements, the adminis-
tration of models representing different concerns, iterative devel-
opment and system evolution [34].

Model transformations are defined at the metamodel level; the
set of rules and constraints (to obtain the target model from the
source model) refers to elements of the metamodels (see Fig. 2).
Consequently, transformations can be applied to any source model
conforming to the source metamodel and produce (following the
rules of the transformation) a target model conforming to the tar-
get metamodel.

The concept of ‘transformation’ has been widely used in several
contexts of software engineering. Nonetheless, according to [41],
every kind of transformation can be expressed as a model transfor-
mation, and can be classified according to a set of characteristics:

– Number of source and target models: refers to the possibility of
considering more than one source model as well as an output.

– Technological space: depending on the technological space of the
source and target models, the transformation must be defined
to deal with different kinds of representations of the involved
models (e.g. technological spaces of UML or XML).

A. Rodríguez et al. / Information and Software Technology 52 (2010) 945–971 947
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Fig. 3. BPSec-profile.

Fig. 4. Icons to represent security requirements in BPSec.

Fig. 5. General Transformation Architecture.
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– Endogenous and exogenous transformations: when source and
target models share the same metamodel, the transformation
is called endogenous; otherwise, the transformation is consid-
ered to be exogenous.

– Horizontal and vertical transformations: a transformation is con-
sidered horizontal when source and target models reside in the
same abstraction model, whereas the transformation is vertical
when source and target models reside at different levels of
abstraction.

– Syntactical and semantic transformations: it is possible to find/
develop transformations that take the semantic of the source
model into account.

One important topic related to transformations is the language
used to write and describe them. Transformations are specified
with suitable languages which are intended to deal with models.
Thus, a model transformation language is (in summary) a language
that: (i) takes a model as input and (ii) according to a set of rules,
and (iii) produces an output model. It is currently possible to find

many model transformation languages such as BOTL [13], SiTra [3],
Kermeta1 [19], GReAT [1], ATL [4,11,29,30], and QVT [45], among.

Despite the great variety of model transformation languages,
QVT is the only proposal from the Object Management Group
(OMG). The current QVT version depends on the specifications of
MOF 2.0 [48]and OCL 2.0 [49]. QVT has a dual hybrid nature, since
QVT transformations can be written declaratively (declarative syn-
tax) or imperatively (imperative syntax with the operational map-
pings). The most extended syntax is that which is declarative. QVT
transformations written with the declarative syntax are divided
into several parts or relations which must be held to complete
the transformation. Each relation specifies how one (or various)
element(s) from the source model(s) are transformed into one
(or various) element(s) of the target model. Relations are specified
using a declarative syntax.

Several tool proposals exist to deal with QVT. One example
is ‘UMT-QVT’ [65], an environment designed to perform

Table 1
Description of the QVT transformation to obtain UML secured artefacts.

C2C C2P-1 C2P-2

AD2CDa BPSec2CDb AD2UCDc BPSec2UCDd

Endogenous
Exogenous X X X X X
Horizontal X
Vertical X X X X
Syntactical
Semantical X X X X X
Technological space MDA MDA MDA MDA MDA
Input/output models 1/1 1/1 2/1 1/1 2/1
Description Generates a UML Activity Diagram from

BPMN business process specification
Generates UML Analysis Classes
from Secure Business Process models

Generates UML Use Cases from
Secure Business Process models

a Contraction for ActivityDiagram to ClassDiagram.
b Contraction for BPSec to ClassDiagram.
c Contraction for ActivityDiagram2UseCaseDiagram.
d Contraction for BPSec2UseCaseDiagram.

Activity Partition
Pool

Lane

Group Interruptible Activity Region

Message Flow Object Flow

Activity Action

Data Object Data Store Node

Start Event Initial Node

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R1

BPMN-BPD UML-AD

 
Fig. 6. C2C: BPMN–BPD2UML-AD transformation.

1 http://www.kermeta.org/.
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transformations based on QVT. ‘UMT-QVT’ is based on UMT, an
open tool with a special plug-in to transform models according
to the QVT syntax. SmartQVT2 also implements QVT, but uses the
operational QVT syntax (not the declarative syntax). SmartQVT is
presented as an open-source plug-in for Eclipse.3 MOMENT4 is a
generic framework for model management. In addition to the antic-
ipated environments, MOMENT (which is based on MAUDE,5 a lan-
guage based on rewriting logic) includes an Eclipse plug-in and
implements the declarative syntax of QVT. There are also

commercial tools, such as Together Architect 2006 [33] which
implements the operational syntax of QVT. MediniQVT6 is a complete
implementation of the QVT OMG standard. This tool for modelling
transformation works either as an Eclipse plug-in or a standalone
application and accepts models written with UML2 or ECORE.

3. Overview of our MDA approach

The creation of models at high levels of abstraction and their
subsequent transformation, based on the specification of semi-for-
mal rules as presented in this paper, makes it possible to capture
requirements early, which reduces software creation costs and
time. The MDA proposal offers the conceptual framework to carry
out this task. In our proposal, transformations are carried out
through which it is possible to obtain a set of UML artefacts from
a secure business process model. These artefacts, which include
security requirements, form part of the specifications that make
it possible to describe and characterise an information system.

The model transformations are carried out using a source model
and a target model as a base, and the specifications of metamodels
must be included in order to describe the transformation rules. The
source model that we use in this work corresponds to the meta-
model for a secure business process. This metamodel corresponds
to the UML 2.0-AD or BPMN–BPD metamodel, for which we have
described an extension [54,57] and through which it is possible
to incorporate security requirements along with the description
of the business process. With the extension, which we have named
BPSec, it is possible to represent security requirements both with
UML 2.0-AD and BPMN–BPD. These security requirements must
be understandable for business analysts and unambiguous for
security experts. To this end, we have considered that security
requirements must meet the characteristics of: (i) clarity in their
definition, (ii) potential importance in the field of business and
(iii) definition independence in relation to specific security solu-
tions. To do this, we have used the taxonomy of security require-
ments proposed by [21] as a reference. We have selected from
that taxonomy the security requirements Access Control, Attack-
Harm Detection, Security Auditing, Integrity, NonRepudiation and
Privacy. However, in this paper we will only describe BPSec
and it is assumed that the metamodels for UML 2.0-AD, classes
and use cases in [47] and the metamodel for BPMN–BPD, in an ear-
lier version in [54] are known or at least available.

The basic elements of BPSec coincide both for UML 2.0-AD and
for BPMN–BPD. For reasons of clarity, they have been described as
two UML packages (see Fig. 3). The Type BPSec package includes
the types of data that define operation permission, types of Privacy,
degrees of protection and types of requirements. These types of

Table 2
Textual view of the BPMN-BPD2UML-AD transformation. Graphical example of the first relation.

Top Relation R1: This relation transforms each Pool into an ActivityPartition with the same name

Top Relation R2: This relation transforms each Lane into an ActivityPartition with the same name
Top Relation R3: This relation transforms each Group into an InterruptibleActivityRegion with the same name
Top Relation R4: This relation transforms each Activity into an Action with the same name
Top Relation R5: This relation transforms each MessageFlow into an ObjectFlow with the same name
Top Relation R6: This relation transforms each DataObject into an DataStoreNode with the same name
Top Relation R7: This relation transforms each StartEvent into an InitialNode with the same name

Table 3
Textual BPMN-BPD2UML-AD transformation.

transformation BPMN-BPD2UML-AD
top relation R1
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram p:Pool {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram ap:ActivityPartition {name=n}

}
top relation R2
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram l:Lane {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram ap:ActivityPartition {name=n}

}
top relation R3
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram g:Group {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram ir:InterruptibleActivityRegion
{name=n}

}
top relation R4
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram ac:Activity {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram act:Action {name=n}

}
top relation R5
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram ms:MessageFlow
{name=n}

enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram of:ObjectFlow {name=n}
}
top relation R6
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram do:DataObject
{name=n}

enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram dsn:DataStoreNode {name=n}
}
top relation R7
{

checkonly domain bpmn_BusinessProcessDiagram s:StarEvent {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ActivityDiagram in:InitialNode {name=n}

}

2 http://smartqvt.elibel.tm.fr/index.html.
3 http://www.eclipse.org/.
4 http://moment.dsic.upv.es/component/option,com_frontpage/Itemid,1/.
5 http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu/. 6 http://projects.ikv.de/qvt/.
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data form the BPSec space that makes it possible to use them as la-
belled values in the new defined stereotypes.

The «SecureBusinessProcess» stereotype is the generic name for
the stereotype that specialises the Activity (UML 2.0-AD) class and
the BMN-BPD BusinessProcessDiagram class. This stereotype thus
preserves all the relations of the class that it specialises. For a busi-
ness process to be secure, the «SecureBusinessProcess» stereotype
must be composed of at least one security requirement. This makes
it possible to establish the relation of the security requirements
with the UML 2.0-AD or BPMN–BPD elements. The «SecurityRe-
quirement» stereotype brings together the «AccessControl»,
«AttackHarm Detection», «Integrity», «NonRepudiation» and «Pri-
vacy» stereotypes that represent the security requirements. Our
proposal allows the business analyst to specify audit register re-
lated to security requirements. We have defined the «AuditRegis-
ter» stereotype which has been specialized depending on the
information which needs to be registered, in «G-AuditRegister»
(for «AccessControl», «AttackHarm Detection», «Integrity», and «Pri-
vacy» requirements), «NR-AuditRegister» (for «NonRepudiation»
requirement), and «SP-AuditRegister» (for security roles which
have been specified together with «AccessControl» requirement).
Additionally, we need both «SecurityRole» and «SecurityPermis-
sion» to complement the security specifications. Finally, the
«RequirementType», «PermissionOperation», «ProtectionDegree»
and «PrivacyType» stereotypes are types of data that make it possi-

ble to specify the very characteristics of the security requirements
of which the profile is formed. From a graphic point of view, our
proposal considers a padlock (see Fig. 4a), a standard de facto, to
represent security requirements. The same symbol, the padlock,
but with a twisted corner (see Fig. 4b) is used to represent a Secu-
rity Requirement with Audit Register. The set of security require-
ments is shown in Fig. 4.

These stereotypes will be used to include abstract security
requirements (understandable to business analysts) within busi-
ness process models. A brief description of these stereotypes is
shown as follows (a detailed description can be found in [55,57]):

– SecurityRequirement will be a generic security requirement
which should be specified through a concrete requirement.

– AuditRegister is specified in order to force an audit register for a
specific element of the business process (different types of audit
registers can be specified).

– AccessControl is specified to represent the need to control the
access to a specific resource (process, data, etc.) of the business
process model.

– AttackHarmDetection is necessary to specify the need to detect,
register and notify an attempted attack or threat, whether it is
successful or not.

– Integrity is specified to represent the need to protect specific
components of the business process model from intentional
and non-authorized alteration (a level of protection can be
specified).

– NonRepudiation represents an abstract security requirement
which establishes the need to avoid the denial of any aspect
of the interaction (e.g. message, transaction, transmission of
data).

– Privacy will specify the need to protect a specific element from
non-authorized parties in order to avoid to obtain sensitive
information. The type of Privacy can be specified (anonymity
or confidentiality).

Our proposal is shown in its complete form in Fig. 5. The first
column represents the part of MDA in which this work is framed.
In this figure it is possible to distinguish the models that our archi-
tecture is composed of: the secure business process model (consid-
ered as a CIM model) and the analysis class and the use case
models (considered as PIM models). It is important to highlight
that business processes are the highest abstraction representation
level of the logic of an organization, so according to the definition

Fig. 7. Overview to the C2P-1 transformation.

Fig. 8. C2P-1: ActivityDiagram 2ClassDiagram.

A. Rodríguez et al. / Information and Software Technology 52 (2010) 945–971 951
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of the MDA standard [44], business processes are considered to be
CIM models. On the other hand, the use case and class models are
considered to be PIM because both models are in the context of the
software development, but it is possible to distinguish different
sub-levels in the PIM level, and in our case, use case models would
be allocated to a higher level than class models. It would be possi-
ble to consider a use case model as a CIM model when no other

more abstract representations are considered (e.g. business
processes).

The proposed transformations are shown in the second column in
a dark colour. We have identified two types of transformations. The
first makes it possible to establish equivalence between the business
concepts described with BPMN–BPD and the corresponding concept
in UML 2.0-AD. This is a transformation between the CIM (C2C)

Table 4
Detailed view of the transformation ActivityDiagram 2ClassDiagram.

Top Relation R1:
A Partition is transformed into a Class with the same name. All Actions inside the Partition are
identified and transformed into Operations (see Relation R4). Finally, subPartitions are in turn
associated with the Partitions container to later create composition relationships (according
to the Relation R5).

Top Relation R2:
This relation transforms a Region into an analysis Class. Actions included in the Region are
identified to be later transformed into Operations (according to the Relation R4). Furthermore,
partitions contained in the Region are verified in order to assign a meaningful name to the
Region and to the resultant analysis Class.

Top Relation R3:
This relation transforms a Data Store specification into an analysis Class.

Relation R4:
In this relation the Actions are transformed into Operations. The latter are attached to the
corresponding analysis Classes (which have been derived from those Partitions or Regions
containing the Actions).

Relation R5:
This relation creates the Aggregation relationships between those Classes which have been
derived from Partitions containing subPartitions.

952 A. Rodríguez et al. / Information and Software Technology 52 (2010) 945–971
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models which seeks to obtain the specification of a secure business
process in a single domain, in this case in UML 2.0-AD.

Vertical transformations, which make it possible to move from
CIM to PIM (C2P) have been identified as C2P-1 and C2P-2. The
specification for transformations from a secure business process
model to analysis classes (C2P-1) correspond to a set of QVT rules
that make it possible to specify these transformations. Transforma-
tions from a secure business process model to use cases (C2P-2) are
carried out by applying QVT, a checklist, and refinement rules. All
of the transformation rules are specified in detail in Section 4.

4. Model transformation

This section provides details of the specified transformations
through which to obtain equivalent business process models
(C2C) and UML artefacts (C2P-1 and C2P-2) from the specification
of a secure business process.

The QVT transformations developed in the proposed framework
to obtain all the analysis artefacts are described and classified in
Table 1. All of the transformations can be considered to be exoge-
nous since the input and output models conform to different meta-
models. Table 1 shows vertical transformations such as C2P-1 and
C2P-2, where the business process models (CIM level) are trans-
formed into UML models (considered at the PIM level). On the
other hand, horizontal transformations such as C2C carry out the
transformation at the same level of abstraction: the CIM level.
With regard to the semantic and syntactical characteristics of Table
1, all transformations can be considered as being semantic transfor-
mations. The models in the proposed architecture do not represent
syntactical information, but a more abstract type of information.
The transformation process abstracts concepts such as security
constraints, use cases and analysis classes. Furthermore, transfor-
mations such as BPSec2CD and BPSec2UCD improve the input
model with the security requirements to obtain the output model,
and these transformations could be understood as a kind of refac-
toring. These transformations are thus considered to be a semantic
rather than a syntactical transformation.

The presentation of the transformations is organized as follows:
Section 4.1 shows the transformations from CIM to CIM, obtaining
an equivalent business process model between the BPMN–BPD and

Table 5
ActivityDiagram 2ClassDiagram QVT Transformation.

transformation ActivityDiagram 2ClassDiagram
top relation R1{

checkonly domain uml_ActivityDiagram ap:ActivityPartition {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram c:Class {name=n}

where { ap.containedNode -> forAll(cn:Action|R4(cn));
ap.containedNode -> for(ap:ActivityPartition|R5(c,ap))}}

top relation R2{
fullName:String;
checkonlydomain uml_ActivityDiagram
r:InterruptibleActivityRegion{name=fullName}

enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram c:Class{name=fullName}
where{ r.containedNode -> iterate(a:Action;
activityRegionsName:Set(String) | activityRegionsName ->
including(a.name));

activityRegionsName -> iterate(s:String; fullName |
fullName=fullName.concat(s));

r.containedNode -> forAll(cn:Action|R4(cn))
}}
top relation R3{

checkonly domain uml_ActivityDiagram dsn:DataStoreNode {name=n}
enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram c:Class {name=n}}

relation R4{
checkonly domain uml_ActivityDiagram ac:Action {name=n, inPartition=ap}
enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram c:Class{name=ap.name,

ownedOperation=OWNEDOPER:Set(Operation)}
enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram op:Operation {name=n, ownerClass=c}

where { OWNEDOPER -> including(op)}}
relation R5{

checkonly domain uml_ClassDiagram composingClass:Class {name=cName}
checkonly domain uml_ActivityDiagram ap:ActivityPartition
{name=apName}

enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram composedClass:Class{name=apName}
enforce domain uml_ClassDiagram assoc:Association{name=assocName,

memberEnd = MEND: OrderedSet (Property),
ownedEnd = OEND: OrderedSet (Property),
navigableOwnedEnd = NOEND: OrderedSet (Property)}
where{

composingClassProp:Property
{type=composingClass.name, name=’m’+ composingClass.name};
composedClassProp:Property
{type=composedClass.name, name=’m’+composedClass.name
aggregation=AggregationKind.composite};
MEND=MEND->including (composingClassProp);
MEND=MEND->including (composedClassProp);
OEND->including(composingClassProp);
maininClass.ownedAttribute->including(secClassProp);
}}

Fig. 9. C2P-1: BPSec2ClassDiagram.
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Table 6
Detailed view of the BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation.

Top Relation R6: A Class gets the same name as the specified security requirement. Invokes
R15 relation to populate the Class with the security related properties.

Top Relation R7: A Class named «SecurityRole» is created and associated with the security
requirement obtained from the relation R6. The SecurityRole class is annotated with the
corresponding properties of the SecurityRequirement by means of the R15 relation.

Top Relation R8: A Class named «G-AuditRegister» is created (and associated with the security
requirement) according to whether the security requirement is an Integrity and/or Attack and
Threat Detection, and a set of properties is provided by means of the R15 relation.

Top Relation R9: A Class named «G-AuditRegister» is created and associated with an Access
Control requirement (annotated with an audit record). By means of R15 the target Class is
annotated with the properties of the AuditRegister element.
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Top Relation R10: A Class «G-AuditRegister» is created and associated with a Privacy
specification (with an audit register). By means of R15 the target Class is annotated with the
properties of the AuditRegister element.

Top Relation R11: A Class «NR-AuditRegister» is created and associated with a NonRepudiation
specification (with an audit register). R15 is invoked to provide the NR-AuditRegister Class
with the properties of the AuditRegister.

Top Relation R12: A Class named «SecurityPermission», related to an Access Control
specification, is created. Finally the SecurityPermission class is provided with the required
properties by means of R15.

Relation R13: This relation, which is a core relation in this transformation, establishes the
relationship (at model level) between the PIM Classes and the different security
requirements specified in the «SecurityRole» class.

(continued on next page)

Table 6 (continued)
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UML 2.0-AD specification. Section 4.2 shows the first set of trans-
formations that are made from CIM to PIM which obtain class dia-
grams from the SBP specification and, finally, this section presents
the other group of CIM to PIM transformations that are designed to
obtain use cases from the specification of an SBP.

4.1. C2C: from BPMN–BPD to UML 2.0-AD

The first stage for any system under development should be the
definition of the business logic that will guide the execution of the
system. The definition of the business logic is the most important
stage in the process since the business processes establish how
the organization works. Thus, the system under development con-
stitutes how this logic is implemented or carried out. According to
the MDA abstraction level stack of models, CIMs are the most suit-
able representation for the logic of an organization since the busi-
ness process can be considered as the highest representation level.

According to the framework presented here (see Fig. 5), domain
experts can specify the systems in two different (but equivalent from
the business view point and similar in technical aspects) notations:
BPMN–BPD or UML 2.0-AD. The BPMN–BPD and the UML 2.0-AD
metamodels allow experts to specify the system at a CIM level.

As Fig. 5 shows, the UML 2.0-AD representation is obtained
through the C2C transformation, presented in this section. The
C2C transformation takes a BPMN–BPD model (as a source model)
and automatically produces a UML 2.0-AD model. The C2C trans-
formation carries out two main tasks: firstly, the structural classes
of the UML 2.0-AD model are created (that is, a basic activity dia-
gram); secondly, the transformation includes all the security
requirements considered in the BPMN–BPD model in the UML
2.0-AD model. Following this idea, domain experts put the logic
of the system into the software development process without tak-
ing either technological or computational aspects into account. It is
important to note that this is the first transformation executed in
the application of the framework presented here.

In particular, Activity Diagrams are considered to represent the
SBP since their expressiveness is comparable to that of BPMN–
BPD. Thus, also considering the UML 2.0-AD metamodel, the frame-
work presented (i) allows domain experts to describe systems using
BPMN–BPD (considering security constraints) at the CIM level and
(ii) represents these systems using a UML 2.0. As Fig. 5 shows, the
UML 2.0-AD representation is obtained through the C2C transforma-
tion, presented in this section. The C2C transformation takes a
BPMN–BPD model (as a source model) and automatically produces
a UML 2.0-AD model. The C2C transformation carries out two main

tasks: firstly, the structural classes of the UML 2.0-AD model are cre-
ated (that is, a basic activity diagram); secondly, the transformation
includes all the security requirements considered in the BPMN–BPD
model in the UML 2.0-AD model. Following this idea, domain experts
put the logic of the system into the software development process
without taking either technological or computational aspects into
account. It is important to note that this is the first transformation
executed in the application of the framework presented herein.

Fig. 6 shows an integrated view of the C2C QVT transformation
(in literature, other authors address the same problem by using
other transformation mechanisms, such as XSLT [38]). The left side
of the figure shows the elements of the BPMN–BPD metamodel
(the source model) involved in the transformation, while the right
side represents the elements of the UML 2.0-AD metamodel (target
model). The ‘equivalence relationship’ between both metamodels
has been implemented through several relations, and each relation
establishes how an element from the source model is transformed
into one (or several) element(s) from the target metamodel. It is
thus possible to see in Fig. 6 how, according to relation R2, each
Lane element is transformed into an ActivityPartition element,
and it is also possible to see that the MessageFlow element is trans-
formed into the ObjectFlow element through the R5 relation. Table
2 has been included in order to provide a more advanced view of
the transformation. This table shows the graphical representation
for the first relation of the transformation (as an example), along
with a textual explanation for all the relation of the relations.
The QVT graphical representation in the first row shows the 1:1
relation in which Pool element (from the source model) is trans-
formed into an ActivityPartition element (in the target model).

In fact, the QVT transformation is a formalization of an existing
algorithm which sets up the correspondences between the ele-
ments of the source (BPMN–BPD) and the target (UML 2.0-AD)
models. In addition to the source and target elements, the rules ex-
pressed in the relations of the QVT transformation establish the or-
der in which the aforementioned elements of the source model are
transformed into the elements of the target model.

In addition to the previous representations of the transforma-
tion, the code of the whole transformation has been included in Ta-
ble 3. This table shows all the relations included in Table 2.

4.2. C2P-1: from secure business process to analysis classes

The UML 2.0-AD model can be used to obtain representations
nearer to the system (that is, the PIM). In this step towards the
PIM it is necessary to take two kinds of information into account:

Relation R14: A Class «SP-AuditRegister» is created and associated with an Access Control
specification (with an audit register).

Relation R15: This is a ‘‘support” relation intended to create, for each stereotyped class in the
source model, the corresponding properties in the classes created in the target model.

Table 6 (continued)
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the structure that represents the activity diagram depicted by the
UML 2.0-AD model, and the security information, expressed in the
BPSec profile applied to the UML 2.0-AD model. Thus, the UML 2.0-
AD constitutes the representation of the BP and the BPSec model
represents the security requirements to be considered in the BP.

According to Fig. 7, in order to achieve a secure analysis class
diagram (hereafter UML 2.0-CD) the C2P-1 transformation is di-
vided into two steps, each of which is implemented in turn by a
different transformation. As Fig. 7 shows, the two steps are repre-
sented by the following transformations:

(1) ActivityDiagram2ClassDiagram: this transformation is first
executed by taking the UML 2.0-AD model as the source
model and generating a first version of the UML 2.0-CD (that
is, the PIM). This transformation picks up only the structural
information from the UML 2.0-AD model.

(2) BPSec2ClassDiagram: This transformation (i) takes the UML
2.0-CD and the BPSec models obtained (representing the
security requirements) as the source model, and (ii) updates
the UML 2.0-CD. In this transformation the inputs are the
UML 2.0-CD model and BPSec model. Here the UML 2.0-CD

Table 7
BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation.
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model is also considered to be the output, and the transfor-
mation therefore updates the input UML 2.0-CD model with
the information from the BPSec model (note that in Fig. 7 the
arrow that goes from the BPSec2ClassDiagram transforma-
tion to the UML 2.0-CD model is annotated with the
stereotype ‘‘«Updates»”). In spite of the fact that the BPSec
model is shown as a separate model in Fig. 7, it is part of
the UML 2.0-AD model. The BPSec profile has been drawn
as an independent model to improve the understandability
of the execution of the C2P-1 transformation.

The following sub-sections will describe each of the transforma-
tions of which the C2P-1 global transformation is composed.

4.2.1. From the activity diagram to the class diagram
From the UML 2.0-AD it is possible to obtain more detailed arte-

facts, such as the analysis class diagram. The class diagram is now
considered to be a PIM model, because the system is described
without any details of how the system uses the future deployment
platforms [5]. The transformation in charge of producing the UML
2.0-CD is called ActivityDiagram2ClassDiagram (see Fig. 7, step 1).
Thus, this transformation takes the UML 2.0-AD model as input and
produces an analysis UML 2.0-CD model as output. This output
model conforms to the UML 2.0-CD metamodel [47].

The ActivityDiagram2ClassDiagram transformation has been
outlined in Fig. 8. This transformation is divided into 5 relations.
As occurs in other transformations, each relation is in charge of
picking up certain elements from the UML 2.0-AD models and
transforming them into other elements in the UML 2.0-CD model.
The left side of Fig. 8 contains the classes of the UML 2.0-AD meta-

model affected by the transformation, and the right side represents
those elements from the UML 2.0-CD metamodel involved in the
transformation. It is possible to see that the UML 2.0-CD metamod-
el contains many meta-classes which are not involved in the trans-
formation, but elements such as Constraint, ValueSpecification,
Interface and Parameter are not yet necessary. These unused ele-
ments could, incidentally, be considered in future versions of the
transformation to consider other kinds of security issues.

As Fig. 8 shows, there are five relations which specify the algo-
rithm to obtain the analysis UML 2.0-CD model from the input
UML 2.0-AD model. Among other things, Fig. 8 states that accord-
ing to the QVT rule named R5, when an ActivityPartition is a com-
posed partition, then it is transformed into a set of Classes which
are associated by means of an Association class, and this relation-
ship is implemented by a set of Properties of the type of the in-
volved Classes (following the semantic of the UML 2.0-CD
metamodel established by the standard [50]). A more advanced
view of this relation can be observed in Table 4 (which includes
the complete QVT code for the implementation of the ActivityDia-
gram2ClassDiagram transformation) and in Table 5 (in textual
mode), where all the elements affected by the relation are shown,
along with the association established among them. Following the
R4 relation, each Action (which always belongs to an ActivityParti-
tion) from the UML 2.0-AD is transformed into an Operation which
belongs to an existing Class. These existing Classes have been pre-
viously created by the R1 relation which creates a Class in the tar-
get model for each ActivityPartition in the source model.

4.2.2. BPSec to analysis class diagram
After the execution of the ActivityDiagram2ClassDiagram trans-

formation (see Fig. 8), a first version of the UML 2.0-CD analysis is
obtained from the UML 2.0-AD representation of the BP. This rep-
resentation does not contain any security issues and only regards
the structural aspects of the system. According to Fig. 7, the second
step (that is, the second transformation) of C2P-1 is called
BPSec2ClassDiagram and accepts two models as input parameters:
(i) the BPSec model (in which all the security issues are repre-
sented, see Fig. 3), and (ii) the UML 2.0-CD model (obtained in
the ActivityDiagram2ClassDiagram transformation previously exe-
cuted in step (1) and depicted in Fig. 7).

The output of the BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation is also
one of the input models, particularly the UML 2.0-CD model. In
the context of QVT, when a model plays the roles of input and out-
put models in a transformation, the semantic of the transformation
is not one of ‘creation’, but rather of ‘updating’. Thus, the meaning
of the BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation is that the UML 2.0-CD
model is updated with the information contained in the BPSec
model.

Fig. 9 summarizes the BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation,
showing which meta-classes from the BPSec metamodel (input

Fig. 10. C2P-2: QVT transformations.

Fig. 11. C2P-2: ActivityDiagram 2UseCaseDiagram.
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model) are transformed into elements from the UML 2.0-CD meta-
model. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the output model is updated with
additional classes representing security requirements. The BPSec
input model includes the security requirements designed by the
domain experts in the SecurityRequirement and AuditRegister clas-
ses. While some classes from the input UML 2.0-CD are improved

with the security information contained in the BPSec model, other
classes are created.

From this transformation it is important to note that only three
meta-classes from the target metamodel are affected: Class, Prop-
erty and Association. The Class metaclass is modified or added to
represent security issues initially described in the BPSec model.
The Property metaclass is modified or added in order to represent
those properties from the SecurityRequirement and AuditRegister
elements (from the soured model) that must be derived in the tar-
get model. The Association metaclass is created in the transforma-
tion to link the new classes to the classes of the input UML 2.0-CD
model.

Table 6 provides a representation of each of the relations of
which the BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation is composed. This
two-column table shows a brief description of each relation in
the left-hand column cells, along with the graphic representation
of the relations in the right-hand column cells. Table 7 shows the
full QVT code for the BPSec2ClassDiagram transformation.

4.3. C2P-2: from secure business process to use cases

When specifying the BP with a UML 2.0-AD model, it is possible
to obtain or deduce a set of requirements for the software systems
implementing the BP. Obviously, in the context of this work these
requirements are specified by means of UML 2.0 Use Cases (hereaf-
ter UML 2.0-UC model). Since the requirements are obtained from
a UML 2.0-AD model, the Use Cases obtained would need manual
refinement to maximize the correspondence between the SBP
and the system requirements expressed in the UML 2.0-UC.

Table 8
Detailed view of the transformation ActivityDiagram 2UseCaseDiagram.

Top Relation R1: Relation in charge of transforming a Partition into an Actor with the same name.
Additionally, this relation establishes the relationships between the Actor and the Use Cases
obtained in relation R3.

Top Relation R2: A Region is transformed into an Actor. Additionally, Partitions containing the
aforementioned Region are verified in order to assign a meaningful name both to the Region and to
the obtained Actor.

Top relation R3: Assigns the Actions to the Use Cases. Additionally, this relation establishes the
relationships between Actors and Use Cases.

Table 9
ActivityDiagram 2UseCaseDiagram transformation.

transformation ActivityDiagram 2UseCaseDiagram
top relation R1{

checkonly domain uml_ActivityDiagram ap:ActivityPartition {name=n}
enforce domain uml_UseCaseDiagram a:Actor{name = n}

where { ap.containedNode -> forAll(cn:Action|R3(cn))}}
top relation R2{

fullName:String;
checkonlydomain uml_ActivityDiagram
iar:InterruptibleActivityRegion{name=fullName}

enforce domain uml_UseCaseDiagram a:Actor {name=fullName}
where{ r.containedNode -> iterate(a:Action;
activityRegionsName:Set(String) | activityRegionsName ->
including(a.name));

activityRegionsName -> iterate(s:String; fullName |
fullName=fullName.concat(s));

r.containedNode -> forAll(cn:Action|R3(cn))}}
relation R3{

checkonly domain uml_ActivityDiagram ac:Action {name=n,
inPartition=ap}

enforce domain uml_UseCaseDiagram uc:UseCase {name=n,
subject=ACTORS:Set(Actor)};

where {ACTORS -> including (a:Actor{name=ap.name})}}
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In this approach, the C2P-2 transformation is composed of an
automated and a manual step. The first step is in turn composed
of two QVT transformations intended to generate a UML 2.0-UC
model including security aspects. In a second step, this use case
diagram is refined manually. Thus the whole C2P-2 transformation
can be structured in the following manner:

– Automatic Step: The first version of the UML 2.0-UC model is
obtained by applying two QVT transformations (see Fig. 10).
� ActivityDiagram2UseCaseDiagram transformation: the UML

2.0-AD model is transformed into a UML 2.0-UC model.
� BPSec2UseCaseDiagram transformation: the security require-

ments contained in the BPSec model are included in the
UML 2.0-UC.

– Manual step (see Section 4.3.3.): Since the QVT transformations
are not sufficient to obtain an accurate and secure UML 2.0-UC
model; a manual refinement is required. Thus, for such a refine-
ment the following mechanisms are used:

� CheckLists: Using these checklists, additional use cases are
included to reflect all the security requirements.
� Refinement Rules: Refinement rules are applied when the UML

2.0-UC obtained from the QVT transformation and the checklist
is ready. The refinement rules permit the following actions:
assign significant names, identify actor hierarchy generalization
detection, and delete redundancies.

Fig. 10 shows the two aforementioned transformations (Activi-
tyDiagram 2UseCaseDiagram and BPSec2UseCaseDiagram) which
deal with the models involved (UML 2.0-AD, UML 2.0-UC and
BPSec). The following sub-sections will discuss the QVT transfor-
mations responsible for generating the UML 2.0-UC model.

4.3.1. Obtaining the UML 2.0-UC model from the UML 2.0-AD
The ActivityDiagram 2UseCaseDiagram QVT transformation

takes the UML 2.0-AD model as input and, by applying an algo-
rithm, produces an equivalent UML 2.0-UC model representing a
tentative set of Use Cases for the system under development.
Fig. 11 shows the elements of both the source (UML 2.0-AD, left
side) and the target (UML 2.0-UC, right side) models. As can be
seen in Fig. 11, the QVT relations in the middle of the figure relate
the meta-classes from the source model to the meta-classes from
the target model.

Relations R1 and R2 pick up, respectively, the ActivityPartition
and InterruptibleActivityRegion classes from the source model and
create Actor classes in the target model. On the other hand, the
algorithm implemented in the QVT transformation establishes
the equivalence between Action classes and UseCase classes, i.e.,
for each Action in the UML 2.0-AD model the relation R3 creates
a UseCase in the target model.

This first version of the UML 2.0-UC model is only based on the
structure of the UML 2.0-AD model, and no security concern is in-
cluded yet. Table 8 shows each relation and provides a basic expla-
nation of them. By focusing on the relation R2 (from Fig. 11) and
the graphic explanation for this relation (in Table 8) it is possible
to discover how the InterruptibleActionRegion is transformed into
an Actor. Secondly, R2 invokes the R3 relation which in turn asso-
ciates an Actor to a UseCase. In addition, Table 9 shows the full QVT
code for this transformation. This code corresponds to the graphic
representation depicted in Table 8.

4.3.2. Addition of security concerns to the UML 2.0-UC model
As Fig. 11 shows, the output of the ActivityDiagram 2UseCase-

Diagram (i.e., the UML 2.0-UC model) is also the input for the

Fig. 12. BPSec2UseCaseDiagram.

Table 10
Detailed view of the BPSec2UseCaseDiagram transformation.

Top relation R4:
Creates a Classifier with the name of the Security Requirement
which has been specified.

Top relation R5:
Creates an Actor named Security Staff associated with each
Security Requirement which has been specified.

Table 11
BPSec2UseCaseDiagram transformation.

transformation BPSec2UseCaseDiagram
top relation R4{

checkonly domain BPSec sr:SecurityRequirement {requirementtype = n}
enforce domain uml_UseCaseDiagram c:UseCase {name=n}}

top relation R5{
checkonly domain BPSec sr:SecurityRequirement
enforce domain uml_UseCaseDiagram a:Actor {name=”Security Staff”}}
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second transformation to produce a secure set of requirements for
the system under development. As with the C2P-1 transformation,
the C2P-2 QVT transformations produce the secure UML 2.0-UC
model in two steps. The second step, in which the security issues
are included in the target PIM model, is now carried out by the
BPSec2UseCaseDiagram transformation.

As Fig. 12 shows, this transformation is not as complex as the
previous ones, but is of no less importance. In this transformation,
only two relations are considered. Both relations pick up the same
element from the BPSec model: the SecurityRequirement. Each rela-
tion carries out a different interpretation of this metaclass. On the
one hand, the R4 relation creates a UseCase in the UML 2.0-UC
model; on the other hand the R5 relation considers that when at
least a SecurityRequirement is present in the security configuration
of the system, then a suitable actor intended to manage security
aspects must be present in the requirement specification. The Actor
class is therefore included in the UML 2.0-UC model. This actor will
receive the name of ‘Security Staff’. Following the semantic of the

execution of the QVT transformation the R5 relation will be thrown
once for each SecurityRequirement present in the source model
(that is to say, the UML 2.0-AD model). Since no duplicate classes
are desirable in a model, the QVT engine will not create any more
instances for this Actor (named ‘Security Staff’) after the first execu-
tion of the R5 relation.

Tables 10 and 11 show the entire code of this transformation
and the graph using the graphical syntax of QVT. As with the other
transformations, an explanation of the semantic of each relation is
included to improve the comprehension of the QVT code.

4.3.3. Checklists and refinement rules
In this section, we present two additional mechanisms which

complement the QVT transformations illustrated in Fig. 10. The
transformations previously presented in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2
allow us to obtain certain use cases related to functional and non
functional (security) requirements. However, our experience in
applying our proposal to several cases has led us to enrich these

Table 12
Security Requirement Checklist specification.

Access Control
«Preconditions» Secure Role, and Permissions over the objects in the secure role scope
«Post-conditions» Secure role validated to access resources, Permissions over the validated objects, and Audit Register (optional)

– Assign secure role to the partition, region or action
– Validate the secure role (this task is complemented with misuse cases described in [20]). This task is divided into:
� Identify the secure role. This involves recognizing roles before starting the interaction
� Authenticate the secure role: This task involves the verification of the role identity before starting the interaction
� Authorize the secure role. This involves assigning privileges to roles that were duly authenticated

– Verify permissions over the objects in the role secure field. This involves a review of the permissions granted to the objects that are within the field of Access Control
specification

– If audit register has been specified, then the information related to the security role, the security permissions and the objects in the Access Control specification field
must be stored

AttackHarmDetection
«Preconditions» Secure Role
«Post-conditions» Audit Register

– Assign secure role (origin and destination in the case of ObjectFlow).
– Register the type of element over which security requirements and the date and time when access to that element is produced are specified

Integrity
«Preconditions» Secure Role
«Post-conditions» Audit Register

– High-integrity specification involves:
� Ask for permissions over data store
� Verify permissions
� Make security copies (backups)
� Produce audit register

– Medium-integrity specification involves:
� Send a warning message related to the data operation
� Make security copies
� Produce audit register

– Low-integrity specification involves:
� Produce audit register

NonRepudiation
«Preconditions» Secure Roles (origin and destination)
«Post-conditions» Valid roles, and Audit Register (optional)

– Assign origin and destination roles
– Validate roles: This task is divided into:
� Identify the secure role. This involves recognizing roles before starting the interaction
� Authenticate secure role. This task involves verifying the role identity before starting the interaction
� Authorize the secure role. This involves assigning privileges to the roles that were duly authenticated

Privacy
«Preconditions» Secure Role
«Post-conditions» Audit Register (optional)

– Assign a secure role (if anonymity was specified, then the role is generic and expires together with the session)
– Validate the role. This task is divided into:
� Identify the secure role. This involves recognizing the role before starting the interaction
� Authenticate the secure role. This task involves verifying the role identity before starting the interaction
� Authorize the secure role. It involves assigning privileges to the role that was duly authenticated

– Verify revelation permissions (anonymity and confidentiality)
– Verify storage permissions (only anonymity)
– Verify audit register specification
– If audit register has been specified, then the information related to the security role must be stored
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Table 13
Refinement Rules specification.

[RR1:] Obtain the name of the main subject. This name is the same as the business process name
[RR2:] Obtain the names of the subjects associated with the security requirement specifications. These names are constructed by linking the type of security

requirement to the UML 2.0-AD element on which it was specified
[RR3:] Identify the main actor from the presence of a start node in a partition
[RR4:] Establish a generalization relation between the actors obtained from partitions that contain other partitions
[RR5:] Eliminate redundancy in the specifications. This refinement rule is mainly geared at preventing the duplication of specifications that could derive from the

generalization and duplication of roles, since these roles can participate both in the general use case and in the security use cases

BPSec Toolbar
Activity Simbols

Galery
MS-VISIO©

(UML 2.0-AD)

Presentation Application Storage

BPSec Add-in
BSec Repository Viewer

C# 
©

Secure Business 
Process 

Repository
MS Access©

Fig. 13. The components of the BPSec-Tool.

Fig. 14. Secure business process: Payment for Consumption of Electrical Energy.
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automatic transformations with a manual step guided by a Security
Requirement Checklist (which allows use cases to be obtained from
specific security requirements) and a set of Refinement Rules (which
complement the previous use cases with necessary elements that
cannot be automatic derived). We have defined our checklist and
refinement rules, and have improved and refined them through
the characteristic iterative process of the action-research method
[9,16]. Therefore, after executing the two transformations shown
in Fig. 10, the engineer must first apply the checklist from Table
12. By using this checklist it is possible to complete the full defini-
tion of the Use Cases related to the security specification. This
checklist is divided into five sections regarding the security require-
ments with which every SBP must comply (i.e., Access Control,
AttackHarmDetection, Integrity, NonRepudiation and Privacy) (see
Table 12).

According to Table 12, for each security requirement a set of pre
and post-conditions is established. The pre and post-conditions are
checked and when the model representing the Use Cases does not
comply with these points, the model is modified in order to fulfil
the corresponding security requirement. The activities with which
to modify the Use Case model are detailed in this checklist and are
defined by following the pre and post-conditions. An application of
these activities is shown in Section 6.

Once the Use Cases have been generated from the specification
of the SBP and the checklist has been checked, the engineer must
apply the Refinement Rules (Table 13). These rules are intended to
enrich the model produced by the QVT transformations in Fig. 10
and the checklist.

These rules make it possible to assign significant names to the
main actors of the Use Case model, identify the main actors (which
have not been identified in the process), identify generalization
relationships among actors, and remove redundancies related to
(1) these generalization relationships and (2) duplicated actors
(those actors related to the security use cases). These refinement
rules have been described in natural language (see Table 13).

5. Technology prototype implementation to support our
proposal

This section presents the BPSec-Tool, a prototype that has been
developed to support our framework. This prototype allows
designers to specify SBPs very easily. Furthermore, the tool exe-
cutes the aforementioned transformation in order to derive the dif-
ferent models involved in the development process with the
security requirements.

Section 4 provides a detailed explanation of the different trans-
formations involved in the architecture. The transformations, writ-
ten in QVT, formally represent how the elements of the input and
output models must be mapped. These transformations can be
seen as an algorithm (where the initial or entry point is the top
relation) that formally depicts all the process. These transforma-
tions have thus been considered as the basis for building the
BPSec-Tool, which supports most of the characteristics of the archi-
tecture presented here.

The model transformations presented in this work form part of
a broader work which establishes the way in which secure

External Institution
 Recive Report of Debt ()
 Recieve e-Payment ()
 Send Report of e-Payment ()

Costumer
 Receive Notice of Debt ()
 Pay for Energy Consumed ()

   Administration Area   

CashDesk
 Receive Report of Debt ()
 Receive Payment ()
 Send Report of Payment ()

Invoicing
 Issue Consumption Invoice ()
 Generate Consumption Debt ()
 Client Debt Notification ()
 Send Client Debt ()
 Recieve Report of Payment ()
 Receive Report of e-Payment ()
 Compare Client Accounts ()
 Update Client Accounts ()

   Debt   

e_Payments

   Payments      Consumption   

NonRepudiation
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Audit Register: Boolean
 Security Role Destination Name: String
 Security Role Source Name: String

SecurityRole
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Kind Privacy: Privacy Type
 Security Role Name: String
 Source Sec Req: Requirement Type

<<NR-AuditRegister>>
 AcDg Element Name: String
 Audit Date Receive: Integer
 Audit Date Send: Integer
 Audit Time Receive: Integer
 Audit Time Send: Integer
 Security Role Destination Name: String
 Security Role Source Name: String
 Transmission: Boolean

<<G-AuditRegister>>
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Audit Date: Integer
 Audit Time: Integer
 Security Role Name: String
 Source Sec Req: Requirement Type

<<SecurityPermission>>
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Kind Permission: Permission Operation
 Security Role Name: String
 Source Sec Req: Requirement Type

<<AccessControl>>
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Audit Register: Boolean

<<SP-AuditRegister>>
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Audit Date: Integer
 Audit Time: Integer
 Kind Permission: Permission Operation
 Security Role Name: String

<<Integrity>>
 AcDg Element Name: String
 AcDg Element Type: String
 Kind Integrity: Protecction Degree

Fig. 15. Class Diagram from ‘Payment for Consumption of Electrical Energy’.
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business processes can be described, a method that makes it possi-
ble to do this task and to construct a prototype that can apply the
complete proposal. The prototype, which we have named BPSec-
Tool, consequently makes it possible to support the tasks related
to the construction of a business process, to incorporate security
requirements and, through semi-automatic transformations, to ob-
tain analysis classes and use cases.

Three basic criteria were considered in the choice of the techno-
logical environment in which BPSec-Tool was developed.

– The need for a graphic representation of the business processes.
Since this is a basic aspect in UML 2.0-AD and BPMN–BPD, the
tool chosen to represent business processes had to provide a
graphic environment that accepts templates that make it
possible to represent business processes with UML and BPMN.
The algorithms described by the transformations are the core
of the architecture, but it is essential to offer a graphical
representation of the models involved to both analysts and
business experts in order to enable them to understand the
problem.

– The capacity to adapt the chosen environment. This criterion is
very important given that it must be possible to modify the
environment to incorporate the graphic representation of the
security requirements. Thus, the technological platform must
facilitate both the representation of new representation ele-
ments and their manipulation.

– Availability of the software. This refers to the ease with which
the software can be acquired and installed in the user’s environ-
ment without entailing a significant financial outlay.

The BPSec-Tool prototype was consequently built using a
3-tiered architecture to separate the presentation, application,
and storage components. The set of technologies selected to fulfil
basic criteria identified are MS-Visio, C#, and MS-Access (see
Fig. 13).

The presentation layer brings together all the aspects of the pro-
totype relating to interfaces and interaction. These include win-
dows, menus and graphs. The graphic aspect is basic since it
interacts with UML and BPMN, thus conferring an extremely
important role upon the graphic representation. An add-in was

Costumer

Receive Report of Debt

Receive Payment

Send Report of Payment

Send Client Debt

Receive Report of Payment

Client Debt Notification

Receive Notive of Debt

Payment for Consumption of 
Electrical Energy

Receive e-PaymentExternal
Institution

Send Report of e-payment

Pay for Energy Consumed

Receive Report of Debt

Receive Report of e-Payment

Compare Client Accounts

Update Client Accounts

Aministration
Area

Cash
Desk

Invoicing
(Main Actor)

Issue Consumption Invoice

Generate Consumption Debt

Fig. 16. General use case specification.
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therefore used to adapt Microsoft Visio to include additional func-
tions that support the new symbols in the representation of UML
and BPMN. The models involved therefore have a graphical repre-
sentation which eases their manipulation.

In spite of the fact that the presentation layer plays an essential
role, the application layer implements the tasks that must be sup-
ported by the prototype:

– The construction of the business process; this is implemented
by using a call to operation to standard Microsoft Visio. Busi-
ness process models can be created from the beginning or
imported if the models are available.

– The incorporation of security requirements; here it is necessary
to run an add-in constructed over Microsoft Visio that can
incorporate, modify and eliminate security requirements. The
application makes it possible to choose the type of security
requirement at the time that it is added, to define the type of
priority associated with the requirement and to specify the
associated permissions if an Access Control specification is
involved.

– The generation of the repository of secure business processes;
to do this, the information is obtained from the secure business
process which makes it possible to fill the repository.

Security
Staff

Identification
Enter

Role
Authentication

Role
Authorization

Check

Permission

Issue Consumption Invoice

Generate Consumption Debt

Check for "Debt"

Send Client Debt

Receive Report of Payment

Client Debt Notification

Audit Register

<<Pre conditions>>   Security Role, Permissions to the object in Role scope
<<Post-conditions>> Valid role, Valid Permissions

Access Control in Invoicing

AdmissionAccounting
Role Allocate

Invoicing

Role
Validation

Security Perimission
event register

Security Role
event register

Role
Identification

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

Receive Report of e-Payment

Check for "Consumption"

Compare Client Accounts

Update Client Accounts

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

Invoicing

Fig. 17. Access Control use case specification.
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– Transformation; this is the implementation of the transforma-
tion rules defined with QVT, checklists of refinement rules that
were implemented in C#, the application which makes it possi-
ble to obtain analysis classes and use cases. All the QVT trans-
formations are considered as algorithms and are thus
implemented by using C#. The logic implemented in the appli-
cation layer corresponds to the semantic of the transformations.

Finally, to manage the persistence of the application, a reposi-
tory was designed, managed with Microsoft Access, which stores
all the information related to secure business process, analysis
classes and use cases.

BPSec-Tool does not directly execute the QVT transformations
but, as was previously mentioned, it has the transformations coded
in C#.NET. The main reason for implementing the transformations
in C#.NET rather than executing them directly in an existing QVT
engine is simple but important: QVT engines contain important
bugs that make it difficult to apply the QVT standard to industrial
purposes. The lack of suitable QVT engines is an important problem
that has been addressed by other works, such as [38], in which an
XSLT strategy has been adopted to carry out model transforma-
tions from BPMN models to UML 2.0-AD models. Some of the
plug-ins/engines/tools that currently implement QVT have been
mentioned in Section 2.2. However, these environments are (to
date) only intended to write and execute transformations and the
integration of these tools with the requited graphical support un-
der the same framework has become quite difficult.

Nonetheless, since the presented transformations follow the
QVT standard proposed by the OMG the BPSec-Tool will be ready
to execute the QVT transformations as soon as a suitable QVT en-
gine is available, which is expected to happen very soon, since
QVT is the OMG standard for model transformations.

6. Application of our proposal

In order to illustrate the practical application of our approach, in
this section we briefly show the result of an application example
we have developed. We base the presentation of this application
example on some of the criteria defined in [61], but not from an
exhaustive point of view, since the goal of this section is to comple-

ment the rest of the paper, rather than to offer a detailed applica-
tion example. The research methodology we have considered to
develop our approach and the application example is action-re-
search [9,16], signifying that we have been able to observe the
application of our approach to a real case, and influence and
change some elements of this approach (process, metamodels,
transformations, etc.). Our purpose in using this research method-
ology has been (according to the classification defined in [52]) to
improve or attempt to improve certain aspects of the development
of secure information systems, which is the phenomenon we are
studying. We have organized this section into three sub-sections,
of which the first introduces the application example, the second
applies the transformations defined in this paper, and the third
presents the main conclusions of the application example. In order
to report the application example, we use a chronological ap-
proach, in which we present the transformations at the moment
at which our process suggests doing so.

6.1. Application example introduction

The application example was developed in a cooperative whose
main business process is the distribution of electricity to rural
areas. The Coopelan Ltda. (www.coopelan.cl) cooperative came
into being in 1957, and currently maintains 2200 km of electrical
lines which are used to supply more than 12,000 clients. Recent
years have seen the commercialization of goods and services, both
for their clients for electrical energy (who are associates of the
cooperative) and for the public in general. From an organizational
point of view, the cooperative is made up of a technical area which
is related to the distribution of electricity, a commercial area which
is in charge of goods and services, and an administrative area. The
cooperative has a total of 70 employees.

Because the cooperative’s main clients live in rural areas, the way
in which it presently receives payment for the consumption of elec-
tricity creates two problems: (i) delivery of the invoice upon which
the consumption of electrical energy is detailed and (ii) receipt of
payment of said debt. Business analysts have used a traditional
method to modify the business process associated with the recovery
of energy consumption debts, and have incorporated an electronic
debt advisor and electronic payment. This complementary method

Cash Desk

Integrity (high) in Payments

Security
Staff

Identification
Enter

Check
Kind Protection

Check Special
Permission

<<include>><<extend>>

<<extend>>

<<Pre conditions>>   Security Role
<<Post conditions>> Audit Register

Make security
backup

Audit Register

Make Tasks for
High Permission

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

Make Tasks for
Medium Permission

<<extend>>

Make Tasks for
Low Permission

<<include>>

Secure Role
Allocated

<<include>>

Fig. 18. Integrity in Payments use case specification.
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has increased the index of debt recovery. The cooperative has neither
the technical nor the operative capacity through which to receive
electronic payments (via the Internet) and has therefore decided to
employ an external collector to carry out this task.

The business process that we shall describe as a part of our
application example concerns payment for the consumption of
electrical energy. The application example was carried out with
the assistance of the cooperative’s business analyst, who is in
charge of modelling the business models which are necessary as
requirements to develop an information system that this process
implements.

6.2. Application example development

We have used our M-BPSec method [56] in the development of
this application example. This method makes it possible to elicit
the security requirements which form part of a business process
description carried out with a UML 2.0-AD or BPMN–BPD. In this
case, the SBP was defined with UML 2.0-AD (for which reason
C2C was not applied in this application example).

The applications of the M-BPSec process is composed of the fol-
lowing stages:

– The Construction stage, which basically consists of producing a
business process, which is performed by the business analyst. In
this case, the business process was described using the UML
2.0-AD. The areas identified were the Activity Partitions ‘Exter-
nal Institution’, ‘Customer’, and ‘Administration Area’ which
was divided into two central Activity Partitions called ‘Invoic-
ing’ and ‘Cash Desk’. This business process is initiated when
the ‘Issue Consumption Invoicing’ activity is carried out, and it
ends with the receipt of payments and an update of the clients’
debts.

– In the Security Requirement Incorporation stage, the business
analyst identifies which, from his/her point of view, are the vul-
nerable areas in the business process. A meeting has previously
taken place in which the significance of the security require-
ments considered in the BPSec-Profile are explained. The busi-
ness analyst identifies vulnerable areas in: (i) the information
which is sent from ‘ External collector’ to ‘Invoicing’, for which
NonRepudiation is specified, (ii) the information relating to the
payments received in the ‘Cash Desk’, for which a high level of
Integrity is specified, and (iii) the activities and information
related to the Invoicing Activity Partition for which Access Con-
trol is specified

– The Refinement stage was carried out by the business analyst in
conjunction with the security expert. These people analyzed
and agreed upon the security requirement specifications and
added Audit Register to the NonRepudiation and Access Control
specifications.

– Finally, the Transformations stage was applied to the secure
business process. This stage was carried out automatically using
the BPSec-Tool. The results obtained were the analysis class dia-
gram and a set of use cases related to a general use case for pay-
ments for the consumption of electrical energy, an Access
Control in Invoicing, an Integrity in payments, and a NonRepu-
diation for message.

The secure business process seen in Fig. 14 was designed by a
business analyst using the BPSec-Tool prototype and was refined
by a security expert. The process represented by the Payment for
Consumption of Electrical Energy at Coopelan Ltda, is the result
of the application of the first three stages of the M-BPSec method.
With these three stages, we obtain the representation of a secure
business process through a detailed model, and it is ready to be
used in order to obtain analysis artefacts which will help us in
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Fig. 19. Integrity and NonRepudiation security use case specification.
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the development process in order to implement an information
system which will automate the secure business process.

The application of the last stage of the M-BPSec method, Trans-
formations, will be explained in detail below.

In the first place, the way in which the analysis classes were ob-
tained is discovered. To do this, the transformations called C2P-1
(described in Section 4.2) are applied:

– By applying Top Relation R1, it is possible to obtain classes from
the specifications of ActivityPartition. These classes are
AdministrationArea, Invoicing, CashDesk, Customer, and
ExternalIntitution.

– The operations identified in these classes are obtained by the
application of Relation R4 (invoked from Top Relation R1). This
rule makes it possible to transform the Actions included in an
ActivityPartition in class operations. Thus the operations for
the AdministrationArea class are:
� IssueConsumptionInvoice, GenerateConsumptionDebt, Cli-

entDebtNotification, SendClientDebt, ReceiveReportofPay-
ment, ReceiveReportofe-Payments, CompareClientAccounts,
UpdateClientAccounts (related to Invoicing partition),
ReceiveReportofDebt, ReceivePayment, and SendReportof-
Payment (related to CashDesk partition).

– The operations identified for the Invoicing class are:
� IssueConsumptionInvoice, GenerateConsumptionDebt, Cli-

entDebtNotification, SendClientDebt, ReceiveReportofPay-
ment, ReceiveReportofe-Payments, CompareClientAccounts,
and UpdateClientAccounts.

– The operations for CashDesk are:
� ReceiveReportofDebt, ReceivePayment, and

SendReportofPayment.
– The operations identified for Customer are:
� ReceiveNoticeofDebt, and PayforEnergyConsumed.

– And finally, the operations for the ExternalInstitution
class are:

� ReceiveReportofDebt, Receivee-Payment, and SendReport-
foe-Payment.

– The composition of the AdministrationArea class for the Invoic-
ing and CashDesk classes is obtained through the application of
Relation R5 invoked from Top Relation R1.

– The classes derived from the data stores are obtained by apply-
ing the R3 rule; these are Consumption, Debt, Payments, and e-
Payments

– The security specifications contained in the secure business
process give rise to security classes that are obtained by the
application of Top Relation R6 up to Top Relation R12 and Rela-
tion R13 and Relation R14.

– Top Relation R6 gives rise to the AccessControl, Integrity, and
NonRepudiation classes;

– Top Relation R7 makes it possible to create a class called
SecurityRole;

– Top Relation R9 makes it possible to create the G_AuditRegister
class which is associated with the SecurityRole class through
Relation R13;

– Top Relation R11 makes it possible to create the NR_AuditReg-
ister class, which corresponds to the audit register associated
with the NonRepudation; and

– Finally, Top Relation R12 creates the SecurePermission
class and associates it with the SecurityRole and SP_AudirRegis-
ter classes through Relation R13 and Relation R14, respectively.

The definition of the attributes of the «AccessControl», «Integ-
rity», «NonRepudiation», «AuditRegister», «NR-AuditRegister»,
«SP-AuditRegister», «G-AuditRegister», «SecurityRole», «SecurityPer-

mission» classes is carried out in the specification of the BPSec pro-
file (see [54,57]). These attributes are shown in the security-related
classes which were obtained from the secure business process
model. A detailed diagram of classes that represents the complete
transformation of the SBP is shown in Fig. 15.

To obtain use cases, transformation rules, checklists and refine-
ment rules were applied to the secure business process under the
designation C2P-2 (Section 4.3). The application of transformation
rules is described below:

– Using Top Relation R1, an actor is obtained for each ActivityPar-
tition. In this case, the actors are AdministrationArea, Invoicing,
CashDesk, Customer, and ExternalInstitution.

– The use cases associated with the identified actors correspond
to the Actions contained in each ActivityPartition. The Actions
are transformed into use cases according to Relation R3 invoked
from Top Relation R1.

– The Invoicing actor is therefore associated with the use cases
IssueConsumptionInvoice, GenerateConsumptionDebt, Clien-
tDebtNotification, SendClientDebt, ReceiveReportofPayment,
ReceiveReportofe-Payments, CompareClientAccounts, and
UpdateClientAccounts.

– The use cases associated with the CashDesk actor are ReceiveRe-
portofDebt, ReceivePayment, and SendReportofPayment

– The use cases associated with the ExternalIntitution are Receive-
ReportofDebt, Receivee-Payment, and SendReportfoe-Payment.

Fig. 16 shows the use cases related to the general business as-
pects in which security aspects have not been included.

In order to complete the use case shown in Fig. 16, it is nec-
essary to apply the Refinement Rules. According to RR1, it is
then possible to obtain a subject name from the business process
name. In this case, the subject name is ‘Payment for Consump-
tion of Electrical Energy’. With RR3, it is possible to identify
the main actor when the StartNode is present in ActivityParti-
tion; in this case the StartNode is in Invoicing ActivityPartition
and is therefore related to the Invoicing Actor. Finally,
according to RR4, it is possible to obtain a generalization for
the Invoicing and CashDesk actors from the AdministrationArea
Actor.

The following figures show the use cases in relation to the secu-
rity specification. These cases are obtained from the description of
the checklists presented in Section 4.3.3. Fig. 17 shows the ‘Access
Control in Invoicing’ use case (whose name is obtained according
to RR2); the actors involved are Invoicing, obtained from the parti-
tion with the same name (see Top Relation R1), and SecurityStaff,
obtained from the AccessControl Check List (see Table 12) which
has been incorporated in order to carry out the tasks related to
the specification of Access Control. The Invoicing actor is related
to the use case that is responsible for handling role identification
and SecurityStaff is related to the use cases related to accepting
the role and validating it. In addition, the permissions associated
with the role relating to the objects found in the sphere of Access
Control specifications must be validated. Finally, the Security staff
actor is related to the use case which must record all the operations
performed by the role relating to Access Control for a subsequent
control audit.

The Integrity requirement (high) that was specified in the SBP is
transformed into the use case shown in Fig. 18. The CashDesk actor
(see Top Relation R1) and the SecurityStaff have also been added,
and were obtained from the Integrity Check List (see Table 12)
which must assign a secure role to CashDesk. Additionally, this ac-
tor will have to validate the permissions classes that have been
assigned.

Finally, Fig. 19 shows the subject related to the specification of
nonrepudiation that is created over the message sent from e-debt
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collector to Invoicing. The actors involved here are ExternalInstitu-
tion, Invoicing and SecurityStaff. The use cases related to this last
actor have to do with assigning roles, validating them and record-
ing events for later audits.

6.3. Application example conclusions

After applying our process and transformation to this applica-
tion example, we obtained a set of analysis models containing rich
information which was directly extracted from the business pro-
cess, and which specified functional and security requirements.
Therefore, both the secure business process and the analysis clas-
ses and use cases have been used as input in the software develop-
ment process which Coopelan Ltda. used to create its software.
Obviously these analysis models were not definitive and they
needed to be detailed and completed, but the software developed
was robust and secure because it integrated crucial requirements
throughout all the stages of development.

7. Related works

In this paper we present the transformations of our specializa-
tion of the MDA architecture, which considers security in its mod-
els. In spite of the existence of other proposals that include security
in MDA (such as Model-Driven Security applied in several contexts
[8,14,25]), and which offer interesting contributions, our proposal
considers the business dimension (CIM level), which is not usually
considered by other relevant proposals. In this section we have
therefore focused our review on those related works that consider
business processes (using UML activity diagrams or BPMN) as a
starting model.

In our review of related literature we found proposals with
which to initiate the development from BPMN models [71,72],
which express authorization and Access Control aspects, and one
which uses QVT transformations in order to obtain models near
to implementation [24]. In [71] the authors propose a BPMN exten-
sion which is oriented towards the representation of authorization
constraints, and which evaluates the capabilities of BPMN to ex-
press task-based authorization constraints. In [72], the authors de-
fine a mapping between the BPMN and XACML metamodels, using
the XSLT converter, in order to provide a model driven extraction
of security policies from business process models (expressed in a
graphical manner). And finally, in [24] the authors present an
MOF based metamodel which defines a domain-specific language,
a set of MOF–QVT standard rules to define model-to-model trans-
formation. These proposals offer interesting ideas about transform-
ing security concepts into implementation models. However they
consider security as an element which is separated from the rest
of the system, and they are focused on a very concrete type of secu-
rity requirements.

We also found works which are related to our transformation to
obtain analysis classes from business process. In the first [7], activ-
ity diagrams are transformed into analysis classes. This transfor-
mation is not performed automatically, and a previous version of
UML 2.0 is used. In the second work [63], the software designer
studies the business process model described with BPMN by
extracting the UML classes which are later refined. The differences
between these proposals and ours are firstly, that we use QVT for
transformation specifications, and secondly, that we pay special
attention to security requirements. Finally, we connect the result
of the transformations with a software development process. We
can also find works which are related to obtaining use cases from
business process specifications. We discovered that [62] suggests
the possibility of obtaining use cases from a business process spec-
ification made with BPMN, and [36] proposes the automatic attain-

ment of UML artefacts from a BP description that was made using
BPMN. The authors extend the BPMN (Extension Level-1) to add
information about the sequence and the input and output flows.
This allows them to apply rules from which use cases, state dia-
grams, sequences and collaboration are obtained. [66] discusses a
transformation performed from a business process described with
UML 2.0-AD to use cases, and finally, in [17], use cases are obtained
from business process models that are not represented by activity
diagrams. The differences between these proposals and ours are
basically the following: (1) even in works in which there are auto-
matic transformations, prior manual intervention is required, (2)
transformations are not described using languages specially de-
signed for this purpose (3) the result of transformations does not
appear to be linked to a business process development, and finally
(4) none of them is related to security aspects.

Moreover, other works such as [23] follow the MDA standard to
follow the Use Case Diagram to the Activity Diagram. The authors
propose a QVT-based approach that examines the different execu-
tion flows of the existing use cases to derive an Activity Diagram. In
this work, the starting point in the development process is the
functional requirements represented as use cases. The main differ-
ence with our work is the starting point, because we propose start-
ing from the business process (represented with both BPMN and
activity diagrams), and then deriving the use case diagram in order
to initiate the development process. The most remarkable differ-
ence is that since we are starting with a representation of the busi-
ness process enriched with security concerns, the use case diagram
is also enriched with such information.

Despite the importance of all the works that we have studied,
they do not show transformations from descriptions of secure
business processes (in which we have considered both aspects of
security and the business itself) to analysis classes and use cases.

8. Conclusions and ongoing work

Being conscious of the vital importance of incorporating secu-
rity requirements into the software development process as soon
as possible, we decided that business process models are those that
will be able to include security requirements first. We therefore
defined certain techniques to make it possible for business analysts
to include security requirements in business process models, using
the main notations existing today. Clearly, at this level of abstrac-
tion, the security specifications that can be included (by business
experts, not security experts) are very abstract and, of course, lack
technical nuances, which are obviously incorporated in system
models as their development advances.

Since we observed that secure business process models contain
information that may directly correspond with elements of more
specific models, such as analysis class models and use case models,
our goal became to define the necessary transformations that make
it possible to construct these models semi-automatically from se-
cure business process models. Once we had constructed these
transformations and applied them to several examples and to
one application example in a real company, we were able to ob-
serve that obtaining these models is very useful and that, although
they must be completed and refined, they serve as a good starting
point for the development of the software that a set of business
processes has to implement. In approaching this research, we con-
sidered the higher part of MDA architecture, considering meta-
models for both CIM and for PIM and we defined transformations
with QVT to obtain elements from target models starting from se-
cure business process models.

To improve the usefulness of the proposal and reduce scaling
problems that transformations can cause in business process mod-
els with a high amount of content, we developed a prototype for a
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tool that provides support both in the graphic modelling of secure
business process models (forcing the restrictions defined in meta-
models to be complied with) and in automatic transformations of
specified QVT rules.

Future work will focus on broadening transformations in order
to be able to offer technical solutions to the abstract security
requirements defined in business processes, attempting to go even
lower in MDA architecture, and to take advantage of this architec-
ture to modernize inverse engineering and models from legacy sys-
tems, thus making it possible to carry out abstractions at the
business level of applications that have already been constructed
and of those that probably do not have access to documentation
to extract this highly important information. We shall also analyze
the security problems related to the organization of the business
processes at different granularity levels, and we shall adapt our
proposal to integrate the security implications of composition
and decompositions of elements into business process models.
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